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Back to Work in The Corona E ra

• “Avoiding danger is no safer in the long run than outright 
exposure. The fearful are caught as often as the bold.” -
Helen Keller

• “Always do right. This will gratify some people, and 
astonish the rest.” – Mark Twain



The Corona Timelines: How We Got Here



The March to Return

• The moving goal posts?

• Politics, emotions, optics and reality

• Return to “work” is not return to “normal”



The Pre-Return Checklist
• Confirm the legal regulatory landscape

• Ensure all required plans are in place

• Prepare physical space

• Inventory adequate required supplies

• Controlled access and social distancing plan

• Refine recall/return procedures

• Address employee pay and benefit concerns



The Pre-Return Checklist (Cont.)

• Determine who may be “left behind”

• Prepare for infection/exposure

• Review regulatory, contractual 
requirements



The Plans
• Workplace safety

- Workplace distancing

- PPE and modifications

- Screening and tracking

- Exposure response

- Cleaning response

- Restricting certain activities (travel, meetings, 
etc.)



The Plans (cont.)
• Exposure Notice Response Plan

- Health and screening report

- Clear communication/notification plan

- Exposure Notice Response Plan

• Pandemic Recovery Plan



The “New” Workplace
• Social Distancing/density monitoring 

• Workplace hygiene

• Hybrid working

• Holdouts and dropouts



Return/Recall Procedures
• Phasing in returns

• High risk employees

- Allow to work from home?

- Enhanced protections?

• Review and revise all policies



Return/Recall Forms
• Recall notice

• Exposure notice

• Exposure response checklist

• Other forms and checklists



When to Return: Pros and Cons
Why return to work?

- PPP requirements
- Survival
- Productivity
- Access to equipment
- Mental health

Why stay at home?
- Productivity
- Individual health, personal needs
- The “American Dream?”
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Duty to provide a safe place to work: legal sources

• Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
• Iowa Worker’s Compensation Act (Iowa Code Chapters 85, 85A, 

86)
• Tort law / wrongful termination 
• National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) – unfair labor practices



OSHA

• Federal law governing workplace health and safety
• Occupational Safety & Health Administration
• Workplace inspections, citations and fines
• State law plans: IOSHA and the Iowa Labor Commissioner
• Manufacturing, construction, grain bins, offices



OSHA and COVID-19 in the Workplace
• Before April 10: COVID-19 contracted in the workplace is a recordable illness on 

employer’s OSHA 300 log

• Three requirements: 

1. A confirmed case of COVID-19 as defined by the CDC
2. The case meets one or more of the general recording or reporting criteria (e.g., 

it results in death, days away from work, restricted work, medical treatment 
beyond first aid, loss of consciousness); and

3. The case is work-related: event or exposure in the workplace either caused or 
contributed to the resulting condition or significantly aggravated a pre-
existing injury or illness 

April 10: Community spread so prevalent, unless you are a health care facility, 
emergency responder, or corrections, don’t worry about work-relatedness and 
recording. Spend your time providing a safe place to work (exception for 
reasonably available objective evidence)



OSHA E nforcement Priorities – April 13
Risk-based approach to field work priorities

1. Health care and emergency responder employers
2. Manufacturing and warehouse/ distribution/ supply chain
3. Everyone else – unless an egregious violation is alleged
4. As community spread lessens, and return to work broadens, 

OSHA’s priorities will expand

If not one of the priority industries, OSHA will refer complaint to 
another agency: USDA, FDA, Iowa Food and Consumer Safety 
Division



OSHA Standards Most Likely at Issue
• The General Duty Clause of the OSH Act; (in Iowa, Iowa Code 

section 88.4)

• PPE, including eye, face and respiratory protection (29 C.F.R. §§
1910.132, 1910.133 and 1910.134)

• Sanitation (29 C.F.R. §1910.141)

• Specifications for accident prevention signs and tags (29 C.F.R. 
§1910.145)

• Access to employee exposure and medical records (29 C.F. R. 
§1910.1020)

• Recording and reporting of occupational injuries and illness (29 
C.F.R. Part 1904).



General Duty Clause
• Will likely tie it to CDC recommendations and where we 

are in community spread

• Employee complaints: shortages of adequate PPE

• Employee complaints: lack of adequate infection controls 
and protocols or enforcement

• Based on on-site inspections and employee interviews



Areas of inspection priority - I
• A written Infectious Disease Preparedness and Response Plan, and if so, 

whether the plan has been updated to reflect issues specific to COVID-19

• Written hazard assessment procedures: do you know what is safe and 
unsafe?

• How is the plan enforced?

• Personal protective equipment (PPE) protocols; depends on workplace 
and timing; document efforts made to train employees on use of PPE

• Written respiratory protection programs and/or modified respirator 
policies



Areas of inspection priority II
• Has the employer implemented a system of controls for worker 

protection. 
i. Engineering controls

o High-efficiency air filters 

o Increased ventilation

o Physical barriers

ii. Administrative / workplace practice controls

o Social distancing and telework if possible and non-essential

o Repeated instruction and emphasis on respiratory etiquette and hand hygiene 

o Routine environmental cleaning

o Deep cleaning if warranted due to exposure

o Suspending / discontinuing non-essential travel



Areas of inspection priority III
• Train employees on use and reasons for use of PPE not only for 

their duties, but also PPE for duties they may have to perform 
when others are absent

• Training materials are written and easy to understand
• Document the training occurred – if it isn’t documented, OSHA 

won’t believe it happened
• OSHA-required recordkeeping pertaining to COVID-19 exposures 

and infections
• Healthcare employers: appropriate isolation rooms, air pressure 

monitoring systems, periodic testing procedures, proper patient 
transfer procedures, and proper placements of confirmed and 
suspected COVID-19 patients



Is COVID-19 Covered by Worker’s Comp?
• Injuries and illnesses “arising out of and in the course of employment”

o Injury / illness and employment coincide as to time, place and 
circumstances

o Causal connection exists between injury / illness and the 
employment

• Pre-community spread: cruise ship, travel to certain hot spots

• Prevalent community spread  makes the causal connection between 
work and COVID-19 difficult to prove unless the person has a very 
specific occupation (i.e. health-care worker) where medical causation 
may be less tenuous. So, may be covered by workers compensation in 
some instances



Co-employee Gross Negligence
• W/C is the exclusive remedy where it applies

• Exception:  injury is caused by a co-employee’s gross negligence, 
amounting to “such a lack of care as to amount to wanton neglect 
for the safety of another.”  Often alleged against supervisors

• Co-employee (1) had knowledge of the peril to be apprehended; 
(2) had knowledge that the injury was “probable” as opposed to a 
“possible” result of the danger; and (3) consciously failed to avoid 
the peril 

• E.g., Ordered to work with insufficient PPE



Wrongful Discharge  / Tort Liability 
• At-will employees allegedly terminated for pursuing or threatening 

to pursue workers' compensation can sue for wrongful discharge 

• Don’t have to have a legitimate comp claim

• More than an injury and a potential to pursue, but not much more

• Other public policy sources: 

i. Complaining to OSHA

ii. Complaining to regulatory body: USDA, FDA, etc.



National Labor Relations Act – unfair labor 
practice charge
• Applies to both unionized and non-unionized employers

• NLRA § 7 guarantees employees’ rights to act as group for “mutual 
aid and protection.”

• Protects employees against adverse action for engaging in 
concerted activity to improve work conditions 

• NLRB – unfair labor practice charge (e.g., fired for voicing concerns 
that PPE or protections inadequate)



Takeaways
• Keep current on CDC and State recommendations for return to 

work and protocols in your industry
• Standards will change as spread peaks, decreases, and possibly 

peaks again later
• Update safety standards for COVID-19 and write the procedures 

down – do not wing it
• Train your supervisors and managers – PPE, PPE training, 

sanitation and hygiene, social distancing, non-essential travel –
and employee discipline when dealing with employee concerns 
and push-back

• Train your employees – especially on PPE and procedures
• Communicate with employees 
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Alphabet soup…  what laws are in play?

• FFCRA – EPSL and EFMLA
• ADA
• FMLA
• HIPAA/GINA
• FLSA



Families F irst Coronavirus Response Act 
(“FFCRA”)
• The Act is an emergency spending bill passed by Congress, 

effective April 1, that provides: 
o Emergency paid sick leave for employees affected by COVID-19 
o Amends the Family & Medical Leave Act to provide coverage for 

absences related to COVID-19 

The Act applies to all public employers regardless of size and 
to private employers with fewer than 500 employees. 



Emergency Paid S ick Leave (“E PSL”)

• All public employers; private with fewer than 500
o Regardless of the length of employment

• F/T = 80 hours – total between April 1 and December 31
• P/T = proportional based on average hours worked in a two-

week period
• Cannot require employee to use other paid leave first.  This is 

in addition to any paid leave an employer already provides.
• Requires that an employee be unable to work or telework 

due to one of 6 qualifying needs for leave:



What kind of paid leave is available for absences 
related to COVID-19?
A) The employee is subject to a federal, state, or local quarantine or isolation order related to COVID-19; 
B) The employee has been advised by a health care provider to self-quarantine due to concerns related to 

COVID-19 (full pay - not exceed $511 per day ($5,110 aggregate)); 
C) The employee is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 and seeking a medical diagnosis (full pay - not to 

exceed $511 per day ($5,110 aggregate));
D) The employee is caring for an individual who is subject to an order as described in subparagraph (A) or has 

been advised as described in paragraph (A) (2/3 pay - not to exceed $200/day ($2,000 aggregate));
E) The employee is caring for his or her  son or daughter if the school or place of care has been closed or the 

child care provider is unavailable due to COVID-19 precautions (2/3 pay - not to exceed $200/day ($12,000 
aggregate)); or

F) The employee is experiencing “any other substantially similar condition specified by the secretary of Health 
and Human Services in consultation with the secretary of the treasury and the secretary of labor.”



E FMLA E xpansion Act
• New category of coverage – ONLY if an employee is unable to work 

(or telework) due to a need for leave to care for the son or daughter of 
such employee if the school or place of care has been closed or the 
child care provider of such son or daughter is unavailable due to a 
public health emergency. 

• For absences related to COVID-19, employees must only be employed 
for 30 calendar days, and there are no hours worked requirement. 

• The first 10 days are unpaid; however, employees would be able to 
utilize the paid sick leave discussed previously. Cannot require.

• After the first 10 days, employees are eligible for paid leave at 2/3 
their regular pay rate of pay. 



Documentation required?
• EPSL for quarantine or symptoms – documentation from health 

care provider

• EPSL/EFMLA for child care issues – documentation day care 
provider is closed and no other suitable provider.  If all children are 
between 14-18, statement of special circumstances evidencing 
leave needed during day light hours.

• If employee is getting 2/3 pay under FFCRA, acknowledgment of 
whether the employee wants to use PTO for balance.

o FORM



Intermittent?
• Yes, if both employer and employee agree.  

o Both for EPSL and EFMLA



“Old” FMLA
• NOTHING HAS CHANGED

• Serious health condition 

• UNPAID



What happens when E PSL and/or E FMLA 
run out but work is available?

o Scenario A:  Employee cannot return to work due to child care/school issues

- Out of EPSL; Out of EFMLA; Out of PTO.  Termination is permissible. 

o Scenario B:  Employee will not return to work due to worry; asymptomatic

- Out of EPSL; Out of PTO.  Consider ADA accommodation for underlying disability 
causing anxiety.  If no disability or no reasonable accommodation, termination is 
permissible.

o Scenario C: Employee cannot return due to their own health or the health of another 
and the person actually has symptoms that constitute a serious health condition

- Out of EPSL; Out of PTO; Out of “old” FMLA. Consider ADA accommodation for 
underlying disability.  If no disability or no reasonable accommodation, 
termination is permissible.



ADA

• Regular and timely attendance is still an essential job function
• Accommodations – Interactive Process
• Health Care Provider Involvement
• Mental Health



Privacy Concerns in a Pandemic World
HIPAA & GINA

• Taking temperatures, asking health-related and travel questions
• Identification of those who contract it

• Who to notify?  CDC:  those who have been “exposed” –
close contact within 6 feet any time during time employee 
had symptoms and 2 days prior



FLSA
Bringing employees back in waves or a reduced 
schedule 

• Non-exempt – no issues
• Exempt – have to work full time to avoid risking 

their FLSA status
o Ok to reduce salary going forward but not 

with corresponding reduction in hours
o Ok to require use of PTO



Additional Considerations
Review and consider updating policies

• E.g., moonlighting, reporting non-compliance with safety protocols, 
disclosure of COVID-19 infection or symptoms, telework (including 
telehealth procedures), facility access (visitors, etc.), protocol for reporting, 
call-in procedures, and sick leave

Communication

• Statements of what you are doing, how you are keeping people safe, morale 
boosters

• Do not let someone else do what you need to do

Provide Training

• Call in procedures, what to do if someone is sick, who and how to notify, 
PPE, general sanitation
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Visit www.nyemaster.com for COVID-19 
Legal Resources

• CARES Act
• Workforce Matters
• Programs for Small Business
• Ongoing Business Situations
• Tax Implications
• Healthcare Provider Issues
• Issues for Nonprofits
• IP Considerations
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